Memorial Day Tribute
CJL remembers and honors the men and women who died in service of our country and recognizes all those who have and continue to serve in the United States military.

Alum Presents CJL with Flag Flown During Military Mission
First Lieutenant, Hannelora (Hannie) Everett '17 Princeton ROTC recently presented CJL with an American flag flown while she was overseas. "It's a tradition to fly a flag, the symbol of American pride, in a combat zone to express gratitude to those who supported us back home. I'm grateful to the CJL for the community and support system it provided for me throughout my four years at Princeton." Hannie shared that some of her favorite memories were lunches and meaningful conversations with friends and staff, holidays, and creative study breaks. Thank you to Hannie for your service.

Torah of WWII Military Chaplain Offers Comfort
Julian Zelizer P23, Princeton Professor of History and Public Affairs, recently wrote an article for Tablet Magazine sharing how the Torah scrolls his grandfather once used as a military chaplain in WWII are now bringing comfort during a time of danger and uncertainty. "This Torah, which my grandfather used to conduct services for soldiers facing danger and death, was now part of the heroic effort to deliver comfort to a community surviving COVID-19." You can read the full article here.

Upcoming Events

CJL Reunions Online
Thurs. May 28 - 5-6pm
Jewish Women Trailblazers’ The CJL Celebrates 50 years of Co-education.
Sally Frank ’80, and Atara Cohen ’16

Fri. May 29 - 6:30-7:30pm
Musical Reform Shabbat Service
Led by Maya Wahrman ’16

Online Presentations*
Tues. June 9 - 7:30pm
Is Jewish Studies Good For the Jews?
Leora Batnitzky *96 P18 P22, Princeton Prof., Religion

Tues., June 23 - 7:30pm
How to Avoid the Anti-Zionist Trap
Alyza Lewin, ’88 Brandeis Center and Tamara Berens, Krauthammer Fellow, Mosaic Magazine
*Programs sponsored The Tikvah Fund

REGISTER HERE FOR ALL UPCOMING PROGRAMS